The washable diaper that lets you
choose – washable or disposable

Use and Care
Instructions
Your Mabu Baby™
Eco-Diaper System
Diaper Pad Holder
2 snaps
at back

Washable Pad
3 snaps
at front

laundry
tab

Disposable Pad
3 snaps
at front

2 snaps
at back
laundry
tab

Fold with
terry cloth on the inside,
smoother EcoWix™ fabric outside

Bio-Liner

Diaper Outer

The diaper outer and pad holder
snap together
with *3 snaps on the front
and 2 in the back.
*2 snaps on Newborn

Choose a washable or
disposable pad to fit your
changing needs.
Bio-liners make removing
solids and washing easier.

Changing routine
• Keep a stack of preloaded Mabu
Baby Eco-Diapers ready for changing
• Remove baby’s soiled or wet diaper
and set aside.
• Put a clean, fresh diaper on baby
with a washable or disposable pad,
whatever suits your plans.
• When making up diapers, fold the
washable diaper pads so that the
terry cloth panels are on the inside,
and the smoother, EcoWix™ layer
is on the outside.

• Press a pad, disposable or washable,
your choice, fully into the pad holder
to create a U-shaped cradle that will
hold in moisture and reduce leaks.
• Use your smaller sized pads inside a
washable pad as a booster for extra
absorbency - especially at night time.
For girls
Booster pad

For boys
Booster pad

Our flexible system means less washing for you
• Often the diaper outer, and
sometimes the pad holder, is still
dry. You save on laundry by just
adding a clean diaper pad, and a
pad holder if needed.
• To make removing solids and
washing easier, wrap the pads
with a liner. Ensure edges of

bio-liner are tucked into pad
holder to prevent leaks. The liner
makes it easier to peel off solids
and dispose in toilet.
• Discard disposable diaper pads
and liners in your household
waste or compost. Liners are not
flushable in all toilets.

Washing tips
• You can wash the complete
diaper, with the diaper outer and
pad holder snapped together, or
wash them separately.

• Use a dry pail or soaker pail to
store wet and soiled diapers until
laundry time. (See mabubaby.com
for more details.)

• Close the soft touch hook & loop
fasteners over the laundry tabs to
prevent them from catching on
other clothes.

• Be kind to the environment and
hang diapers to dry, although
they will tumble-dry quickly on
a low setting.

Washing instructions
• We recommend using cold or
warm wash (maximum 104°F)
• Line dry, or tumble-dry on low
setting.
• Do not use fabric softeners or
bleach as this may degrade the
waterproofing qualities.

• The diaper materials do not need
ironing, all wrinkles are released
when material is fully dry.
• Wash your Mabu Baby washable
diaper pads before using to
make them immediately soft and
absorbent.

Four sizes for a secure fit
• The Mabu Baby Eco-Diaper system’s trim, sleek design puts the
bulk where babies need it and not
where they don’t. It mimics the
easy fit of lightweight disposables.
And like disposables, Mabu Baby
Eco-Diapers come in sure fit sizes,
so you can get a snug fit with
fewer leaks.
• For the best, no-leak fit, make sure
the pad holder elastic rests against
the crease of baby’s legs. Diaper
should fit snugly around waist and
legs with no gaps. Snug the diaper
and pad close to baby’s body.

• Like all diapers, Mabu Baby
Eco-Diapers need to be changed
every 2-4 hours. If more frequent
changes are needed, it may be
time to move up to the next size.
Size Newborn 4-11 lbs
Size 1 Mini
6-13 lbs
Size 2 Midi
9-20 lbs
.
Size 3 4 Maxi 15-40 lbs

2-5 kg
3-6 kg
4-9 kg
7-18 kg

Modern high-tech fabrics

EcoWix: bamboo charcoal

The eco-diaper system uses green,
high-tech fabrics like polyester
made from recycled plastic bottles,
white bamboo charcoal, and microfiber terry. Together they give you a
durable, easy washing and drying
system. The fast dry eco-diaper and
the pad holder are both waterproof
and breathable.

The soft wicking lining of the
diaper outer and the washable
diaper pad are both green hightech poly made from recycled
plastic bottles, with added white
bamboo charcoal fibers.

™

Because the bamboo charcoal
yarn has a cross section filled
with micro-gaps and micro-holes,
it has a much better
Pad and diaper’s soft EcoWix™ lining
wicks away moisture and resists odor. absorption and ventilation rate
compared to other conventional fabrics. This is why it
works so well as a wicking
layer next to baby’s skin;
keeping moisture away from
baby’s skin and making it
feel dry. Its porous structure
absorbs and even helps
break down odor causing
substances.

Kinder to the environment
We have brought together the
most environmental and practical
materials available to make your
eco-diaper system.
By choosing lighter, highly
absorbent materials, all
of your eco-diaper system
dries quickly. The amount of
machine drying or line-drying
time is reduced.

Using washables reduces landfill
contamination.
The moisture lock, high absorbency
disposable pads are less of a
burden on
landfill than
full disposable
diapers, but
give you all their
convenience.
Disposable pads are
also dye, chlorine and
fragrance free, making
them kinder to your
baby’s skin.

We have used green high-tech
polyester fabrics made from
recycled plastic bottles.
We’ve achieved some of the
remarkable qualities needed
in a superior diaper system
by using a natural product
made from bamboo called
white bamboo charcoal (see
EcoWix™ above).

Lower your diaper costs
• Stop buying hundreds of
disposable diapers a month
and save.
• You save up to $50 a month by
buying Mabu Baby washables
versus continually buying brand
name disposable diapers over a
30 month period.

• Use again and again, and for
next babies.
• Buy extra diaper pads to
stretch times between laundry.
• As baby grows, use smaller
diaper pads as booster pads.

® Mabu Baby Eco-Diaper System is a registered trademark of
Mabu Naturals International Inc. Patent pending © 2010
For more information and videos, go to: www.mabubaby.com
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